Abstract. We consider the centre of Hamana's equivariant injective envelope of a unital C * -algebra equipped with an action of a discrete group. We show that the centre of the equivariant injective envelope always contains a * -algebraic copy of the equivariant injective envelope of the centre of the injective envelope. We also show that the intersection property of a group action on a C * -algebra is equivalent to the intersection property of the action on the equivariant injective envelope. Finally, we give applications of these results in the case when the group is C * -simple.
Introduction
In his paper [12] from 1979, Hamana proved the existence and uniqueness of the injective envelope I(A) of a unital C * -algebra A. The injective envelope is a unital C * -algebra, which is injective in the category of unital C * -algebras with unital, completely positive maps (the monomorphisms in said category being complete isometries), which is minimal with respect to containment of a * -algebraic completely isometric copy of a given C * -algebra.
Hamana later generalized his result [16] to G-operator systems, i.e., operator systems with an action of a discrete group G by complete order isomorphisms, proving that any such system S has a unique G-injective envelope I G (S) in the category of G-operator systems and unital G-equivariant completely positive maps. In this paper we consider the structure of the Ginjective envelope of a unital C * -algebra with an action of a discrete group G.
Recently the notion of a G-injective envelope of a G-C * -algebra has surfaced as a helpful device in uncovering the ideal structure of the reduced group C * -algebra and reduced crossed products associated to a discrete group G. Perhaps the most celebrated application is Kalantar and Kennedy's characterisation of C * -simplicity of a discrete group G [17] . Recall that a group is said to be C * -simple if its associated reduced group C * -algebra is simple. Kalantar and Kennedy proved that G is C * -simple if and only if the action of G on the maximal ideal space of the G-injective envelope I G (C) is free. This was later generalized by Kawabe [18] , who proved for
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any unital commutative G-C * -algebra A that the action of G on A satisfies the intersection property if and only if the action of G on the maximal ideal space of the commutative C * -algebra I G (A) is free. We recall that the action of a discrete group G on a C * -algebra A is said to satisfy the intersection property if every non-zero ideal in the associated reduced crossed product A ⋊ r G has non-zero intersection with A.
The central question in this paper is whether Kawabe's result can be generalized to the non-commutative case. In general the structure of the injective envelope of a C * -algebra is hard to discern, and even more so for the equivariant case. In Theorem 3.3 we establish that the action of G on a unital (not necessarily commutative) C * -algebra A has the intersection property if and only if the action of G on any G-essential C * -algebra extension B of A has the intersection property (see Definition 2.2) . Note that the G-injective envelope of a G-C * -algebra is a G-essential C * -algebra extension of A (see Section 2.1 below).
In order to find sufficient criteria for the action of a group on a unital C * -algebra to have the intersection property, we consider the question of whether the centre of the G-injective envelope contains G-invariant C * -subalgebras that may be more easily determined by the structure of the original C * -algebra than the centre itself. It is not possible in general to identify the centre of the G-injective envelope by means of the centre of the original C * -algebra (see Remark 4.13). However, in Theorem 4.6 we prove for all unital C * -algebras A that the centre of the G-injective envelope I G (A) of A contains the G-injective envelope of the centre of the injective envelope I(A) of A as a G-invariant unital C * -subalgebra, or, more formally,
We are unsure whether equality holds.
By combining this result with a result of Kawabe, we obtain the result (Theorem 4.9) that the action of a discrete group G on a unital C * -algebra A has the intersection property whenever the action of G on the centre of the injective envelope I(A) has the intersection property.
Throughout this paper, any C * -algebra is assumed to be unital (unless otherwise stated) and the centre of a C * -algebra A is denoted by Z(A). Ideals in C * -algebras are always assumed to be closed and two-sided. Moreover G will always denote a discrete group with identity element 1.
Preliminaries

Extensions of operator systems.
Recall that an operator system is a self-adjoint linear subspace S of a unital C * -algebra A containing the identity 1 of A. A complete order isomorphism of two operator systems S and S ′ is a unital, completely positive (u.c.p.) linear isomorphism ϕ : S → S ′ such that ϕ −1 is also completely positive. If S ′ = S, we say that ϕ is an automorphism, and we let Aut(S) denote the group of automorphisms of S.
Any ϕ ∈ Aut(S) is automatically completely isometric, and further, if S is a (unital) C * -algebra, then the definition of an automorphism coincides with the usual notion of an automorphism of a C * -algebra (e.g., see the beginning of the proof of [7, Theorem 3.1] ).
An action of a discrete group G on an operator system S is always assumed to be by automorphisms, and in this setting we then say that S is a Goperator system. (If S is a C * -algebra, we will of course say that S is a G-C * -algebra.) For any g ∈ G and x ∈ S, the image of x under g is denoted by gx. Definition 2.1. A G-operator system S is said to be G-injective if for all Goperator systems E and F , any G-equivariant complete isometry κ : E → F and any G-equivariant u.c.p. map ϕ : E → S there exists a G-equivariant u.c.p. mapφ : F → S satisfyingφ • κ = ϕ, i.e., the following diagram commutes:
A G-injective G-operator system is therefore an injective object in the category of G-operator systems and G-equivariant u.c.p. maps. Definition 2.2. Let S and M be G-operator systems and let κ : S → M be a completely isometric, G-equivariant u.c.p. map. We then say that (M, κ) is an extension of S. Further, we say that (i) (M, κ) is G-essential if it holds for any G-operator system N and any
If we let G = {1} in the above definitions, we obtain the notions of injectivity for operator systems, as well as plain essentiality and rigidity of an extension.
For any extension (M, κ) of a G-operator system S we will often suppress the complete isometry κ and simply assume that S is a G-invariant operator subsystem of M . Further, an extension (M, κ) of a unital C * -algebra S is said to be a C * -algebra extension if M is a G-C * -algebra and κ : S → M is a G-equivariant, unital, injective * -homomorphism.
2.2. Equivariant injective envelopes. In [16, Section 2] (see also [12] and [13] ), Hamana proves that any G-operator system S has a G-injective envelope (I G (S), κ) which is unique in the sense that for any other G-injective envelope (M, κ ′ ) there is a complete order isomorphism ϕ :
The injective envelope I(S) of an operator system S can be taken to be the G-injective envelope of S for G = {1}.
We briefly sketch Hamana's proof. For any Hilbert space H and any operator system S ⊆ B(H), ℓ ∞ (G, S) becomes a G-operator subsystem of B(H ⊗ ℓ 2 (G)) with the action of G given by left translation, i.e.,
Hamana first shows that if S is an injective operator system, then ℓ ∞ (G, S) is G-injective, and that any G-injective Goperator system is injective. This proves essential in his construction of the G-injective envelope which can be described as follows.
A partial ordering on the set of S-projections on M can be defined by writing ϕ ≺ ψ for S-projections ϕ, ψ :
Hamana uses a Zorn's lemma argument on the set of seminorms induced by S-projections on M to show that there is a minimal S-projection ϕ : M → M . Letting κ : S → M be the inclusion map, then (ϕ(M ), κ) is a G-rigid and G-injective extension of S. Since a G-injective extension is G-rigid if and only if it is G-essential, it follows that (ϕ(M ), κ) is the G-injective envelope of S.
The canonical G-injective G-operator system is ℓ ∞ (G, B) where B is an injective C * -algebra. As the G-injective envelope is unique up to G-equivariant isomorphism, the preceding discussion of the construction of the G-injective envelope allows us to record the following lemma. Lemma 2.3. Let A be a unital G-C * -algebra and let B be an unital injective C * -algebra containing A as a unital C * -subalgebra. Let κ :
Then there is a κ(A)-projection ϕ :
Definition 2.4. For any injective extension B of a unital G-C * -algebra A, the map κ : A → ℓ ∞ (G, B) defined in Lemma 2.3 will be referred to as the canonical inclusion map.
Any injective operator system is unitally and completely order isomorphic to a unital, monotone complete AW * -algebra (see [7, Theorem 3.1] and [24, Section 8.2] ). For an introduction to AW * -algebras, we refer to [1] .
In our setting, if S ⊆ M are as above and ϕ : M → M is a minimal S-projection, then the multiplication on I G (S) = ϕ(M ) is given by the Choi-Effros product, i.e., by
and the involution and norm on I G (S) are inherited from M (see [12, Section 2] for results on idempotent u.c.p. endomorphisms of unital C * -algebras). Further, if A is a unital G-C * -algebra, then A embeds into the G-injective envelope as a G-invariant unital C * -subalgebra.
In the case when G = {1} the above product yields a C * -algebra structure on the injective envelope I(S) of S.
The following lemma is a G-equivariant version of [12, Lemma 4.6].
Lemma 2.5. Let (M, ι) be an extension of a G-operator system S and let κ :
is G-equivariantly completely order isomorphic to I G (M ) whenever this holds.
Since κ is a complete isometry, so is ϕ.
If there exists a completely isometric G-morphism ϕ :
Since ϕ is completely isometric, ψ must be as well.
Lemma 2.7. Let S be a G-operator system and let M be a G-injective Goperator system with S ⊆ M . If ϕ : M → M is an S-projection, there exists an S-projection ψ : M → M such that ψ ≺ ϕ and ψ(M ) = I G (S).
Remark 2.8. Let A be a unital G-C * -algebra and let α : G → Aut(A) be the G-action. Writing α g = α(g) for all g ∈ G, then by injectivity each α g : A → A extends to a * -isomorphism I(A) → I(A) which we will also denote by α g . Due to rigidity one can show that α g • α h = α gh on I(A) for all g, h ∈ G, so that I(A) becomes a unital G-C * -algebra containing A as a G-invariant C * -subalgebra. Further, the inclusion A ֒→ I(A) is a G-essential extension of A, [16, Remark 2.6].
2.3. The intersection property. We recall that for any two G-C * -algebras A and B, any G-equivariant u.c.p. map π :
For any G-invariant ideal I ⊆ A, let I ⋊ r G denote the ideal in A ⋊ r G generated by I. Further, if π : A → A/I is the quotient map, we define I⋊ r G to be the kernel of π ⋊ r id :
The following notion was originally defined by Sierakowski [25] .
Definition 2.9. Let G be a group and let A be a G-C * -algebra. We say that the
A famous result by Kirchberg and Wassermann states that the reduced group C * -algebra of a discrete group G is an exact C * -algebra if and only if any action of G on a G-C * -algebra is exact, (cf. [21] ).
The following notion, coined by Svensson and Tomiyama in [26] , has proven to be instrumental in unmasking the ideal structure of a reduced crossed product. Definition 2.10. Let G be a group and let A be a G-C * -algebra. We say that the action of G on A has the intersection property if every non-zero ideal of the reduced crossed product A ⋊ r G has non-zero intersection with A. The action of G on A is said to have the residual intersection property if it holds for all G-invariant ideals I ⊆ A that the induced action of G on A/I has the intersection property. Kawamura and Tomiyama gave necessary and sufficient criteria for the action of an amenable group on a unital commutative C * -algebra to have the intersection property (see [19] ).
The following structure theorem, due to Sierakowski [25, Theorem 1.10], gives a picture of exactly when the ideal structure of a reduced crossed product can be completely understood. A G-C * -algebra A is said to separate the ideals of A ⋊ r G if the map I → I ⋊ r G from the set of G-invariant ideals in A to the set of ideals in A ⋊ r G is a bijection. Theorem 2.11. Let A be a G-C * -algebra. Then A separates the ideals in A ⋊ r G if and only if the action of G on A is exact and has the residual intersection property.
It was proved by M. Kennedy and the author in [5] that for any C * -simple discrete group G (i.e., the reduced group C * -algebra C * r (G) is simple) and any G-C * -algebra A, A separates the maximal ideals in A ⋊ r G.
The class of exact groups is comparatively large -indeed it was not known until 2003 whether non-exact groups did exist, when Gromov gave the first example of a finitely generated, non-exact discrete group, [10] . Due to the above theorem and the abundance of exact groups (ensuring exactness of group actions), our aim will be to find criteria for the group action to satisfy the (residual) intersection property. As noted by Sierakowski in the aforementioned paper, the action of G on A has the residual intersection property whenever I ⊆ (I ∩ A)⋊ r G for any ideal I ⊆ A ⋊ r G (equality holds when the action is also exact).
Recall for any C * -algebras A and B and any completely positive map ϕ : A → B that the multiplicative domain mult(ϕ) of ϕ is given by
As can be seen in [4, Proposition 1.5.7], ϕ in fact satisfies
One key observation to be applied in the next section comes in the form of the following lemma, adapted from [3, Lemma 7.3] . Recall that the action of a group G on a topological space X is said to be free if for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G, gx = x implies g = 1.
Lemma 2.12. Let A be a G-C * -algebra and let X denote the maximal ideal space of Z(A). If the action of G on X is free, then I ⊆ (I ∩ A)⋊ r G for all closed ideals I ⊆ A ⋊ r G. Due to Arveson's extension theorem this map extends to a u.c.p. map ϕ : A ⋊ r G → B(H) such that ϕ(I) = 0 and A ⊆ mult(ϕ), since ϕ| A = γ • π. By irreducibility, the restriction of ϕ to Z(A) is a point mass on X, i.e., ϕ| Z(A) = δ x for some x ∈ X. Letting g ∈ G \ {1}, then there exists
Therefore ϕ(λ g ) = 0. Letting E : A ⋊ r G → A be the canonical conditional expectation (see, e.g., [4, Proposition 4.1.9]), it follows that ϕ = ϕ • E. Hence γ(π(E(I))) = ϕ(E(I)) = ϕ(I) = {0}. Since γ was arbitrary, π(E(I)) = {0}, so that E(I) ⊆ I A .
For any positive element x ∈ I, let y be the image of x under the * -homomorphism π⋊ r id : A⋊ r G → (A/I A )⋊ r G and let E ′ : (A/I A )⋊ r G → A/I A be the canonical faithful conditional expectation. Since E ′ • (π ⋊ r id) = π • E, it follows that E ′ (y) = 0 since E(x) ∈ I A . As E ′ is faithful, y = 0 and x ∈ I A⋊r G.
The following example is adapted from [8, p. 9] . Remark 2.13. Let G be a non-trivial discrete group, and let H be a nontrivial amenable subgroup of infinite index in G. Let X = G/H be the right coset space. We consider the unitization B of the non-unital commutative C * -algebra c 0 (X). Then B becomes a unital G-C * -algebra with exactly two proper G-invariant ideals, namely {0} and c 0 (X). By Green's imprimitivity theorem, the ideal J = c 0 (X)⋊ r G of B⋊ r G is Morita equivalent to C * r (H) ∼ = C * (H). As C * (H) has a proper non-zero ideal (e.g., the kernel of the trivial representation C * (H) → C), then so does J, say I, which is then also a proper non-zero ideal of B ⋊ r G. However I ∩ B = {0}, so the action of G on B does not have the intersection property.
As was also mentioned in [5, Remark 4.10] , B is G-prime but B ⋊ r G may not be prime. For instance, if H were abelian, then C * (H) contains two non-zero ideals that intersect only in 0, so that the above-mentioned Morita equivalence yields two ideals I and J in c 0 (X) ⋊ r G with I ∩ J = {0}. We then note that I and J are also ideals in B ⋊ r G.
The intersection property for essential extensions
Our main reason for considering G-injective envelopes is the following result by Breuillard, Kalantar, Kennedy and Ozawa [3, Theorem 3.1] (see also [17] ). Recall that a discrete group is said to be C * -simple if the reduced group C * -algebra C * r (G) is a simple C * -algebra.
Theorem 3.1. A discrete group G is C * -simple if and only if the action of G on the maximal ideal space of I G (C) is free.
We now consider the question of whether the intersection property of a discrete group G on a C * -algebra, passes to G-essential extensions. The proof of the following lemma is inspired by [3, Lemma 7.2]. Lemma 3.2. Let A be a G-C * -algebra and let B be a G-essential C * -algebra extension of A. For any ideal I ⊆ A ⋊ r G, let J be the ideal in B ⋊ r G generated by I. Then I ∩ A = {0} if and only if J ∩ B = {0}.
Proof. The "if" part is trivial. For the converse, we may assume that B is a unital G-invariant C * -subalgebra of I G (A) containing A, due to Remark 2.6. Let π : A ⋊ r G → M be a G-equivariant unital * -homomorphism with ker π = I, where M is a G-injective G-C * -algebra (for instance, we may take M = ℓ ∞ (G, B(H)) where (A⋊ r G)/I is represented faithfully on B(H)). By G-injectivity, we can extend π to a G-equivariant u.c.p. mapπ : B ⋊ r G → M .
Let J be the ideal in B ⋊ r G generated by I and assume that I ∩ A = {0}. As I G (A) is G-injective and π is completely isometric on A, there is a Gequivariant u.c.p. map ϕ : M → I G (A) such that ϕ •π| A = ϕ • π| A is the inclusion of A into I G (A). Now let ψ : I G (A) ⋊ r G → M be a G-equivariant u.c.p. map such that ψ| B⋊r G =π, so that the following diagram commutes:
. In particular, ϕ •π| B is the identity map on B. It follows thatπ(B) ⊆ mult(ϕ), so that ϕ is a * -homomorphism on C * (π(B)). Equipping C * (π(B)) with the G-action given by conjugation by the unitaries
. Both D and L are G-invariant C * -subalgebras of M . For any g, h ∈ G and x, y ∈ C * (π(B)) we see that
Hence if either x or y belongs to K, then xπ(
Let φ : D → D/L be the quotient map and let (e i ) i∈I be an approximate unit for K. Then (e i ) i∈I is an approximate unit for L as well, and any d ∈ D belongs to L if and only if
, and sincẽ π(x) * π (x) −π(x * x) ∈ ker ϕ = K ⊆ L for all x ∈ B, it follows that Φ is a *-homomorphism. Note further that I ⊆ ker Φ, so J ⊆ ker Φ as well, and that Φ is G-equivariant. Finally, if Φ(x) = 0 for x ∈ B thenπ(x) ∈ L ∩ C * (π(B)) = K. Thus x = ϕ(π(x)) = 0 and ker Φ ∩ B = {0}. This completes the proof.
The following theorem generalizes part of a result by Kawabe [18, Theorem 3.4]. Theorem 3.3. Let A be a G-C * -algebra and let B be a G-essential C * -algebra extension of A. Then the action of G on A has the intersection property if and only if the action of G on B has the intersection property.
Proof. If I ⊆ A ⋊ r G is an ideal such that I ∩ A = {0}, then let J ⊆ B ⋊ r G be the ideal generated by I. Since Lemma 3.2 yields that J ∩ B = {0}, then if the action of G on B has the intersection property, it follows that I ⊆ J = {0}. Conversely, if J ⊆ B ⋊ r G is an ideal for which J ∩ B = {0}, then J ∩ A = {0}. Therefore if the action of G on A has the intersection property, we have J ∩ (A ⋊ r G) = {0}. By [16, Theorem 3.4] we may embed B ⋊ r G into I(A ⋊ r G) as a G-C * -subalgebra. Since xJ + Jx ⊆ J for all x ∈ A ⋊ r G, it follows from [15, Lemma 1.2] that J = {0}.
Centres of injective envelopes
To connect Theorem 3.3 to the discussion of the intersection property in Section 2, we now consider the centre of the G-injective envelope of a G-C * -algebra.
Claim (i) of the following lemma has previously been noted in [16, Proposition 6.4]; we have not been able to locate a reference for claim (ii) . For (ii) , note first that A is an AW * -algebra, so Z is a commutative AW * -subalgebra of A and is therefore injective [11, Remark 2.5] . Hence as in [16, Remark 2.3] we only need to construct a G-equivariant u.c.p. map ϕ : ℓ ∞ (G, Z) → Z satisfying ϕ • κ = id Z where κ is the canonical inclusion map -it will then follow from G-injectivity of ℓ ∞ (G, Z) that Z is G-injective.
Consider instead the canonical inclusion map κ : A → M = ℓ ∞ (G, A) for A and let ϕ : M → A be a G-equivariant u.c.p. map such that ϕ • κ = id A , the existence of which follows from G-injectivity of A.
Remark 4.2. Let A be a unital commutative G-C * -algebra. Then the Ginjective envelope I G (A) is also commutative. We present a slightly different argument than the one given in [11, Theorem 4.2] . First note that the injective envelope I(A) is commutative: indeed, we have A ⊆ A ′ ∩ I(A) = Z(I(A)) so for any unitary u ∈ I(A) the automorphism x → uxu * of I(A) is the identity map on A. Rigidity of I(A) then implies uxu * = x for all
where κ is the canonical inclusion map from Lemma 2.3, then I G (A) is the image of ϕ and the Choi-Effros product on I G (A) is evidently commutative. Example 4.3. Any G-operator system S admits a G-equivariant u.c.p. map S → I G (C). Moreover, due to G-essentiality there always exists a completely isometric G-equivariant u.c.p. map I G (C) → S whenever S is G-injective. However, if A is a unital G-injective G-C * -algebra, there need not exist a G-equivariant unital injective * -homomorphism I G (C) → A.
Indeed, let B be the unital commutative G-C * -algebra from Remark 2.13 and let A = I G (B). Then A is commutative, as verified in Remark 4.2, and the action of G on A does not have the intersection property due to Theorem 3.3. If G is C * -simple, then the action of G on the maximal ideal space of I G (C) is free by Theorem 3.1. If there were a G-equivariant unital * -homomorphism I G (C) → A, the action of G on the maximal ideal space of A would also be free, which would contradict Lemma 2.12.
To clarify why the C * -algebra A of the above example does not admit a G-equivariant * -homomorphism I G (C) → A, we observe that A actually has a very concrete realization. 
After identifying ℓ ∞ (G/H) with a G-invariant C * -subalgebra of ℓ ∞ (G), the second claim follows from observing that there exists a G-equivariant conditional expectation ℓ ∞ (G) → ℓ ∞ (G/H) if and only if H is amenable [6, Theorem 6 (iv)].
Following up on Example 4.3, the above result implies
In particular, any g ∈ H fixes ϕ(H) ∈ ∂ F G, which contradicts freeness of the action of G on ∂ F G.
Remark 4.5. Let G be a discrete group. Because ℓ ∞ (G/H) is G-injective for all amenable subgroups H of G, we observe that we can actually give a quick proof of a result of Kennedy [20, Theorem 5.3] . Let us say that a subgroup H of G is recurrent if there exists a finite subset F ⊆ G \ {1} such that F ∩ gHg −1 = ∅ for all g ∈ G. Then Kennedy proved that G is C * -simple if and only if it contains no amenable recurrent subgroups.
Suppose first that H is an amenable, recurrent subgroup of G and define X = G/H. By G-injectivity and G-essentiality, there exists a G-equivariant u.c.p. map C(∂ F G) → ℓ ∞ (G/H), which passes to a G-equivariant continuous map βX → P(∂ F G) by duality, ∂ F G being the Furstenberg boundary of G.
There exists a finite subset
In light of the above example, we will now find a commutative G-injective envelope that the centre of a given G-injective envelope always does contain.
Recall that if D is an AW * -algebra, then any element x ∈ D has a central support [1, 1. Proof. Since any G-essential extension of I(A) is also a G-essential extension of A by Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.8, we may assume that A is injective. Let
and let κ : A → M be the canonical inclusion map. Then κ(Z) ⊆ Z . Let Ψ : A ⊗ Z → M be the * -homomorphism given by
Let A Z be the image of Ψ. Then A Z is a unital G-invariant C * -subalgebra of M , and we have the following commutative diagram:
it is easy to see that Φ(Z ) ⊆ κ(A) ′ = Z , so by Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 4.1 we can let χ : Z → Z be a κ(Z)-projection such that χ(Z ) = I G (Z) and χ ≺ Φ| Z . Let B ⊆ M be the image of the G-equivariant
This proves that Φ| B = id B , so B ⊆ Φ(M ) = I G (A) and therefore (B, κ) is a G-essential extension of A by Lemma 2.5. We now claim that B has the structure of a unital G-C * -algebra. First endow the G-injective envelope I G (Z) with the Choi-Effros product of χ, i.e., define x • y = χ(xy) for x, y ∈ I G (Z), so that I G (Z) is a unital G-C * -algebra with the involution and norm of Z and the product •.
Since A is injective, it is an AW * -algebra. By [1, Proposition 1.1.10.1] M is an AW * -algebra as well. Fix x ∈ A and let C x ∈ Z be the central support of
For n ≥ 1, let
i,j f ij ⊗ e ij with respect to the canonical basis (e ij ) of matrix units in M n (C). Then i,j κ(x * x)f ij ⊗ e ij = 0, so that κ(x * x)f ij = 0 for all i, j. By what we have seen above, κ(x * x)χ(f ij ) = 0 for all i, j as well, so that
Therefore it follows that x ⊗ z ∈ I n whenever x ⊗ z ∈ ker(Ψ ⊗ id n ) for 
The above discussion shows that we may define a unital G-equivariant map ε : A Z → A Z with image B by ε(Ψ(y)) =Ψ(y) = Ψ((id A ⊗ χ)(y)), y ∈ A ⊗ Z , so that the following diagram commutes:
we have seen that x − y ∈ I n , so that (Ψ ⊗ id n )(x) = (Ψ ⊗ id n )(y). Since any positive element in A Z ⊗ M n (C) lifts via the * -homomorphism Ψ ⊗ id n to a positive element in A ⊗ Z ⊗ M n (C) for all n, ε is completely positive. Furthermore, if we letχ = id A ⊗ χ, then This proves the claim. Furthermore, B is completely order isomorphic to this unital C * -algebra. Since κ : A → B is a * -homomorphism with respect to the product on B, B is a genuine G-essential C * -algebra extension of A. Let δ : I G (Z) → B be the map given by δ(x) = Ψ(1 ⊗ x). We claim that δ is in fact a unital G-equivariant injective * -homomorphism of (I G (Z), •) into the centre of (B, * ). In fact, δ is the inclusion map I G (Z) = χ(Z ) ⊆ Ψ(A Z ) = B; we elect to use the above expression, as it makes calculations a bit neater. First, δ • κ| Z = κ| Z so that δ is a complete isometry, since (I G (Z), κ| Z ) is a G-essential extension of Z. Next, for x, y ∈ Z we observe that
Therefore δ is a * -homomorphism of (I G (Z), •) into (B, * ). Finally, for x ∈ Z and y ∈ A ⊗ Z we have 1 ⊗ χ(x) ∈ Z(A ⊗ Z ), and therefore
Thus δ is an injective G-equivariant * -homomorphism into the centre of B.
Finally, since I G (B) = I G (A) by Lemma 2.5 we see that Z(B) embeds into Z(I G (B)) = Z(I G (A)) as a unital G-invariant C * -subalgebra due to Lemma 4.1. This proves the second assertion. A) ) is the G-equivariant injective * -homomorphism obtained in the theorem, and κ : Z(I(A)) → I G (Z(I(A))) is the natural inclusion map.
By the above theorem, we obtain the following criterion for a group action on a C * -algebra to have the intersection property.
Theorem 4.9. Let A be a unital G-C * -algebra and let I(A) denote the injective envelope of A. Whenever the action of G on Z(I(A)) has the intersection property, then so does the action of G on A and I(A).
Proof. Due to [18, Theorem 3.4 ] the action of G on the maximal ideal space of the G-injective envelope I G (Z(I(A))) is free, so by Theorem 4.6 the action of G on the maximal ideal space of Z(I G (A)) is also free. Therefore the action of G on I G (A) has the intersection property by Lemma 2.12. The conclusion then follows from Theorem 3.3.
We next present some applications for the case when the group G is C * -simple.
Here we define S ⊥ = {x ∈ A | xS = Sx = {0}} for any subset S ⊆ A.
Saitô gave an early concrete example of a unital C * -algebra A for which I(Z(A)) = Z(I(A)) in [23] . We adapt this example to the G-equivariant case as follows. Let G be a discrete group, let H be a separable infinitedimensional Hilbert space, and let A be the unitization of ℓ ∞ (G, K(H)) ⊕ ℓ ∞ (G, K(H)), where K(H) denotes the non-unital C * -algebra of compact operators on H. We may view A as a unital G-invariant C * -subalgebra of the von Neumann algebra
As M is G-equivariantly * -isomorphic to ℓ ∞ (G, Since I G (C) is G-simple (as any G-equivariant unital * -homomorphism from I G (C) is injective by G-essentiality) and ℓ ∞ (G) ⊕ ℓ ∞ (G) is not, we have I G (Z(A)) = Z(I G (A)). However, there does exist a G-equivariant, unital * -homomorphism
e.g., for characters ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 on I G (C) we may define δ(x)(g) = (ϕ 1 (g −1 x), ϕ 2 (g −1 x)), x ∈ I G (C), g ∈ G.
